
Subject: Re: Meeting this Wednesday - please prepare
From: Tommaso Boccali <Tommaso.Boccali@cern.ch>
Date: 05/05/2021, 13:45
To: Helge Meinhard <Helge.Meinhard@cern.ch>
CC: project-wlcg-hepscoretf <project-wlcg-hepscoretf@cern.ch>

Dear Helge, all,

this afternoon we will have a Tracker Electronics review, and I am not sure we
will be done by 4 pm.

In case, I would like to write here the short statement for CMS, as you requested
:

"CMS does not expect significant changes ( == which can affect a benchmark)
in the next few months, wrt what was presented earlier this year. 
So the workflow we have proposed is still a valid one, and is reasonably close to
what we will run in production during Run3. 
Clearly, our software evolves continuously, and for sure if there is a later window
of opportunity we will update to the state-of-the-art of that moment (most
probably just release version, DB conditions and PU settings); but there is no
phase-change expected."

ciao ciao

tom

On Mon, May 3, 2021 at 3:34 PM Helge Meinhard <Helge.Meinhard@cern.ch>
wrote:

Dear all,

a little later today or tomorrow, I will set up an Indico agenda for the
meeting scheduled for this week. However, please note the following (those
who attended the meeting last time will not be surprised):

- I invite experiment representatives to make a short statement in case
   there is significant progress on their workloads since the dedicated
   presentation, or in case there is better understanding of the time
   scales.
   If helpful, you way wish to prepare a slide or two (but not more);
   slides are not compulsory.

- I invite site representatives to propose CPU server configurations we
   may wish to run "the basket" on. It should be systems exclusively
   reserved for benchmarking for the time we run benchmarks on them, and
   should be backed by some support capable of starting and following up
   the jobs (and act in case of issues).
   I aim for a complete coverage of high-level views; we may wish to go into
   details in subsequent meetings.
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   Again, if useful, you are free, but not obliged, to prepare a slide or
   two, but not more.

Those unable to join on Wednesday, please let me have the info (and the
slide, if applicable) beforehand.

Cheers,

Helge

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Helge MEINHARD      CERN, IT Department, CH-1211 Geneve 23, Switzerland
                       Phone: +41 22 76-76031, Fax: +41 22 76-69935
                       E-mail: Helge.Meinhard@cern.ch

--
Tommaso Boccali
INFN Pisa
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